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Ombudsman’s Determination  

Applicant Mrs E 

Scheme  NHS Pension Scheme (the Scheme) 

Respondents NHS Business Services Authority (NHS BSA) 
Department of Health & Social Care (DHSC)  

Complaint Summary 

Mrs E’s complaint concerns what NHS BSA has termed an overpayment of her pension 

benefits; it is seeking the return of these funds. 

Mrs E does not consider that she has been overpaid and has alluded to an agreement with 

her former employer regarding the payment of these benefits.  

Summary of the Ombudsman’s Determination and reasons 

The complaint shall be partly upheld against DHSC. I do not find that Mrs E’s agreement 

with Telford and Wrekin Primary Care Trust (the Trust) provides her with a separate, 

additional entitlement to pension benefits.  

DHSC shall, however, pay Mrs E £2,500 in recognition of the exceptional distress and 

inconvenience she has suffered as a result of the Trust’s actions. 
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Detailed Determination 

Material facts 

 Mrs E worked for the Telford and Wrekin Primary Care Trust (the Trust) as a Speech 

and Language Therapist. 

 On 2 March 2000, a circular was issued by the Department of Health and Social 

Care, stating that a Professional Executive Committee (PEC) allowance was only 

pensionable for GPs. The circular was reissued in 2005 with the same information.  

 On 10 August 2000, a newsletter was issued to certain NHS staff. The letter began by 

explaining that “the annex to this letter is mainly for hands-on NHS Pensions Officers 

and clarifies Scheme eligibility…” In paragraph 18 of this annex, it was indicated that 

a PEC allowance was only pensionable for certain GPs. 

 

“GP’s, nurses and AHPs who are members of the PEC or the PCT [Primary 

Care Trust] Board will receive an allowance that will be paid directly to 

them…PEC allowances are superannuable (but not PCT Board payments). All 

legitimate expenses associated with membership will be reimbursed (e.g. 

travel, training etc).” 
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“Further to our previous discussion…I am pleased to confirm the following 

arrangements. 

In order to ensure that you will not be financially disadvantaged, as a 

consequence of your PEC remuneration not being recognisable as 

‘pensionable pay’, the PCT will make arrangements to increase your salary, 

for the twelve month period, immediately preceding the date of your 

retirement. To facilitate this, you will of course, need to advise the PCT of your 

intention to retire, at least twelve months in advance of the anticipated date of 

retirement. 

Clearly I am not able to provide specific financial proposals with regards to the 

uplift, as this will obviously depend upon the timing of your retirement – 

nevertheless, I provide some illustrations on the attached sheet, which will 

hopefully be to your satisfaction.”   

 

“Following discussions with you, [the Head of Payroll Services] and [the Head 

of Human Resources], and your letter dated the 5th May 2004 and [the Head 

of Payroll Services’] of the 24th August 2004, I confirm that I accept the 

Primary Care Trust’s offer to arrange an increase in my salary for a twelve 

month period to ensure pensionable remuneration of my PEC allowance. 

After discussions, my understanding is that we have agreed that this should 

be paid for my last, the fourth PEC year, which this agreement encompasses, 

April 2005 to 2006. 

This enhancement then falls into a three year period, within which I will take 

my pension. 

I would be grateful if you can confirm that we have now all reached agreement 

on this course of action and that arrangements will be put in hand to begin 

paying this additional amount with a pensionable code from the new financial 

year April 2005.”   

 

“Thank you for your letter of 17 February 2005, I am pleased to confirm that an 

additional responsibility allowance in recognition of your committee 

responsibilities will be paid for the 12 months, commencing on 1 April 2005. 

This allowance will be the equivalent, in cash terms, to the allowance payable 

to members of the Professional Executive Committee (currently £7282 per 

annum), however, due to the payment terms agreed, in future it will be 

deemed to be pensionable, and shown as a separate item on your Speech 

Therapist pay advice slip.” 
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“Recent DoH advise [sic] may have indicated that all PEC members can 

pension their PEC income however this is not the case as there are no 

provisions under the Regulations to legislate for this. We have advised the 

relevant DoH branch who issued the notification as has DoH’s own pension 

policy branch.  

The only ‘back door’ way a non GP PEC member could ‘pension’ their PEC is 

if the PEC allowance was consumed into the individual’s NHS salary; i.e. an all 

inclusive salary. However this is fraught with complications as it may 

compromise AfC and PEC work is never permanent so the salary in time 

would reduce to its normal level which means the individual would have paid 

additional conts and got nothing in return. Frankly I would not advise this.” 

 

 

 

“Your benefits are being revised because your former employer has informed 

us that your pensionable pay has decreased to £42,807.00. Your pension from 

02 April 2008 has been revised to £9,605.66 a year. Your lump sum retiring 

allowance is now £64,037.74.” 
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“Please see below the legal advice I have recently received. This confirms the 

view that the successor body is the Department of Health in this matter and 

therefore it is appropriate to channel all further enquiries through that route.  

The legal liability for this matter has not transferred to Shropshire Community 

Health NHS Trust and therefore the Trust is not in a position to respond further 

to the matters raised through your investigation and the appeal [Mrs E] is 

progressing. The Department of Health is the responsible legal successor 

body for PCT legacy issues.” 
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Summary of Mrs E’s position 
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 The monthly payments made by NHS BSA to her between 2008 and 2015 (which 

were consistent with the Award) each constituted an unequivocal representation by 

NHS BSA that she, as a member of the Scheme, was entitled to those amounts and 

that the payment of the sums was in satisfaction of her entitlement.  
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Summary of NHS BSA’s position 

 Each PCT had a PEC which healthcare professionals, such as GP’s and nurses, sat 

on. Where the PEC member was a local GP provider, they were reimbursed by the 

PCT for their PEC services. This was because GP providers were self-employed and 

incurred expenses by attending PEC meetings. As GP providers were required to 

superannuate all of their GP NHS income, it meant that their PEC income, less 

expenses, was pensionable. 

 In terms of other PEC members, for example pharmacists and nurses, their PEC 

duties were part of their overall NHS duties and they were not “out of pocket” by 

taking on such a role. Where they did receive additional monies from the PCT this 

was normally to cover PEC expenses. 

 As the pension benefits for GPs was based upon their NHS profitable earnings, the 

allowance paid for attending board meetings was allowed to be pensionable to 

ensure that their GP pensionable pay did not suffer. Mrs E’s attendance at meetings 

would have formed part of her normal hours.  

 The allowances for PEC work were classed as expenses and were therefore non-

pensionable under Regulation C1 of the Regulations. The pension position of these 

payments was communicated to employers in Technical Newsletter 10/2000 and by 

the Department of Health in Health Service Circular 5 (2005). 

 Employers were advised that no individual’s pension position should be reduced  

because of their PEC role and were advised not to reduce the contracted hours of 

any member of staff appointed to the PEC. In the same respect, neither should a 
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PEC member gain an advantage by the payment increasing their whole time 

pensionable pay. Paragraph 15 of Health Service Circular 5 (2005), explained that 

members, such as Mrs E, were pensionable for their normal NHS employment and as 

such would suffer no detriment as they were salaried employees. 

 The information received in June 2015, meant that NHS BSA was required to revisit 

the calculation of Mrs E’s pension benefits using a TPP of £42,807.00 and 22 years, 

124 days reckonable membership. Mrs E’s benefits were revised, and this meant that 

previous benefits had been overpaid.  

 Mrs E had stated that NHS BSA should be restricted from the whole overpayment 

due to the Limitation Act. Part 2 of the Limitation Act provided an extension or 

exclusion of the ordinary time limits; section 32 stated that where a mistake occurred 

the period of limitation did not begin until the error was discovered or could 

reasonably be found.   

 NHS BSA was not aware when Mrs E’s pension was put into payment, that an 

incorrect pensionable pay figure had been provided by the employer. The earliest 

NHS BSA knew that an error occurred was on 30 June 2015, when her former 

employer revised its pay information. Therefore, the Limitation Act did not apply in 

this instance. 

 In regard to whether NHS BSA could have uncovered the mistake with reasonable 

due diligence, Mrs E was a member of the 1995 Section NHS Pension Scheme, and 

both her membership and the responsibilities of her employer were subject to the 

Scheme Regulations for that Section. Regulation U3 of the Regulations describes the 

role and responsibilities of the employer with the emphasis being on the employer to 

record and check the information gathered. Although, NHS Pensions records this 

information against a member’s pension record, it has no direct access to individual 

employer’s payroll systems or local pay agreements, and is, therefore, not in a 

position to verify the information provided. Fluctuations in pay did occur for some 

members, for example, when a member worked shifts and received additional 

allowances, or where they were placed on a temporary promotion and working 

outside of their usual grade. 

 The Pensions Ombudsman’s previous case of Mrs Y (PO-10114) involved a similar 

argument to that put forward by Mrs E concerning whether NHS Pensions ought to 

have known that the pay provided on the award application was incorrect. However, it 

was successfully proved that NHS Pensions relies on employers to supply accurate 

information. Where there are changes to a member’s pension record it remains the 

responsibility of the employer to notify it of the change using the form AW171. 

 To consider Mrs E’s case in a similar manner, NHS Pensions did not receive revised 

pay information until June 2015, when her former employer identified the issue in 

respect of the pensionable pay. NHS Pensions acted immediately on this information 

and revised the pension benefits for Mrs E. Accordingly NHS BSA was not time- 

barred from recovering the overpayment.  
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 Therefore, the test on due diligence falls to the employer rather than NHS Pensions. 

 Mrs E also believed that estoppel should apply. Reviewing the information available, 

it was clear that the agreement was between Mrs E and her former employer, her 

complaint was more about how her employer acted rather than any potential 

wrongdoing by NHS BSA; estoppel does not apply. 

 It had been argued by Mrs E that her responsibilities exceeded her normal working 

hours. A member of the Scheme could only incur pensionable hours worked up to 

and including a maximum of whole-time. Mrs E’s standard working hours for the week 

would have been 37.5, and any additional pay in excess of these hours would not 

have been pensionable.  

Summary of DHSC’s position 

 The Pay and Pensions Section at DHSC was responsible for NHS pay policy and for 

making the rules and policy of the Scheme, legislated for under the statutory NHS 

Pension Scheme Regulations. 

 PCTs could pay staff enhanced rates (allowances) for work on the PEC, however, 

unless they were General Medical Service contractors (GPs) the allowance was not 

pensionable.  

 If the PCT employed staff on Agenda for Change, or under the previous Whitley 

arrangements, as was the case here, they would be expected to work within the 

parameters of the relevant existing employment contracts. By attending the PEC, a 

person’s core NHS pay, or contracted hours of work did not reduce. This meant that 

their NHS pension benefits were not compromised by becoming a PEC member. 

 Hence, it was unclear why, in the 2004 letter, the Trust referred to Mrs E being 

‘financially disadvantaged,’ as this was not the case. Mrs E’s NHS pension benefits 

did not reduce by virtue of her being a PEC member, rather, they increased by virtue 

of her continuing pensionable service in her main therapist post.  

 It was accepted, as a matter of fact, that the PEC allowance was not pensionable; 

both Mrs E and the Trust were aware of this before the temporary salary increase. 

The wording of the 2004 letter made clear that the purpose behind the temporary 

salary increase was to prevent “disadvantage” as a result of the PEC income not 

being recognised as pensionable pay. However, Mrs E was not disadvantaged; the 

Ombudsman’s role was to place the person in the position they would have been in 

had no mistake occurred. This would mean her benefits should be as recalculated.  

 Although, Mrs E’s PEC allowance was not pensionable income, she could have used 

her additional PEC income to boost her NHS pension benefits at retirement by buying 

Added Years, or done so through an alternative top-up arrangement. Mrs E chose not 

to do so, and it was unclear why this option was not explored.  

 Mrs E was subject to the NHS Agenda for Change pay structure: where a NHS 

employer chooses to increase pay, it must be in accordance with the NHS Agenda for 
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Change pay rules. Where an employee’s pay increased by a significant amount, such 

as over 20%, it would be due to a change in circumstances such as promotion, re-

banding of grade, etc. This was not the case here because Mrs E’s pensionable pay 

returned to the correct rate in her final two years. 

 If a NHS employer chose to pay staff more, they would be expected to objectively 

justify the decision. Mrs E and the Trust understood that PEC payments were not 

pensionable. The Trust took a unilateral decision, which they had no power to make 

under the Regulations and the Agenda for Change pay structure.  

 There was no evidence to corroborate that there was either a contract of service, or 

for services, regarding the PEC work. Even if the Trust and Mrs E had entered into a 

separate contract of employment in respect to her PEC role, it would not have been 

pensionable as Mrs E was already a whole-time NHS Pension Scheme Officer 

member. Officer members of the NHS Pension Scheme could not ‘pension’ income in 

excess of whole-time. Further, if the Trust and Mrs E had entered into a contract for a 

services arrangement, any income generated could not have been pensionable.  

 Mrs E had no legal entitlement or right to the inflated salary or resulting pension 

payments. Therefore, she could not be disadvantaged by not receiving payments that 

she was never entitled to under the terms of her employment and under the 

Regulations.  

 The PEC allowance was not pensionable under the relevant NHS Pension Scheme 

Regulations and Mrs E’s employer was not in a position to give a binding undertaking 

that the payments could be included in her pensionable pay. In purporting to offer a 

temporary increase to Mrs E’s salary, so as to compensate her for the fact that PEC 

income was not pensionable, the Trust took a decision which it had no power to 

make under the relevant NHS Pension Scheme Regulations and the Agenda for 

Change pay structure. 

 It would not be appropriate for the Ombudsman to order DHSC to pay Mrs E’s costs 

in dealing with this matter.  

Conclusions 

 The document issued by the Trust in 2002, advertising the PEC roles stated that 

AHP’s would receive an allowance that would be pensionable. On 16 January 2004, 

however, Shropshire NHS Payroll Services confirmed to Mrs E that her PEC 

remuneration was not being treated as pensionable and said this was the correct 

approach.  

 Mrs E acknowledged this point on 21 January 2004, when she wrote to the Trust, 

saying it was evident that it had made an error in its stated terms and conditions. At 

this point, both Mrs E and the Trust were fully aware that her PEC allowance, 

according to the Regulations, should not be classed as pensionable. The events that 

followed involved a ‘workaround’ to this position, whereby extra payments would be 

made by the Trust to Mrs E, to provide her additional pension at retirement, in order 
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to remedy what both parties deemed to be an unfair or disadvantageous position to 

her.  

 Whilst it is most regrettable that the PEC role was wrongly advertised, I do not agree 

that Mrs E was unduly disadvantaged in the overall context. Essentially, Mrs E was 

remunerated for her role within the PEC, so although she was led to believe that she 

would have the additional benefit of this allowance being pensionable, the 

remuneration itself served as a substantive benefit attached to the role.  

 I find that the Trust’s actions, which were taken to essentially remedy a matter of 

misinformation, were disproportionate to the situation at hand. In such instances,  

promising a benefit which the aggrieved party was never entitled to does not 

constitute a fair remedy.  

 Further, the course of action taken by the Trust went against the Regulations and I 

note that it was warned against such a method by a Senior Policy Development & 

Compliance Manager for NHS Pensions. In forming its agreement with Mrs E, the 

Trust acted in a manner inconsistent with its role and I deem this a misguided 

approach on its part. Accordingly, I do not consider that the agreement in question 

stands. 

 I do however have sympathy for Mrs E in respect to her current position; this 

overpayment would not have arisen had the Trust not wrongly entered her into an 

unenforceable agreement. Mrs E clearly relied on the Trust, in its capacity as her 

employer, in the discussions she had with it. Following the agreement, she was led to 

believe that she would be provided with an additional benefit. Instead, she is now 

faced with a substantial debt to pay caused by an agreement which should never 

have been made. I find that the Trust should pay Mrs E an award for the exceptional 

distress and inconvenience she has suffered because of its maladministration.  

 

 Ordinary breaches of contract are actionable for six years after the cause of action 

accrued (applying section 5 of the Limitation Act), as are actions to recover sums 

recoverable by statute. However, section 32(1) of the Limitation Act, entitled 

“Postponement of limitation period in case of fraud, concealment or mistake” provides 

that, in certain circumstances, the six year limitation period does not begin to run until 

the claimant has discovered the fraud, concealment or mistake, or could with 

reasonable diligence have discovered it. The question which follows is whether NHS 

BSA could, with reasonable diligence, have discovered the mistake any earlier. Mrs E 

clearly feels that it could have done. 
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 In initially calculating Mrs E’s pension benefits, NHS BSA proceeded on the basis that 

her Whole Time TPP was a figure of £50,214.37, and later found out that this figure 

included an amount relating to Mrs E’s PEC allowance. NHS BSA has highlighted 

that it relies upon employers to submit accurate pay information and does not have 

direct access to their records.  

 I am however mindful that the £50,214.37 figure was markedly higher than the TPP 

figure for the years preceding and following this. It could be argued that NHS BSA 

ought to have noticed this and made enquiries. However, when considering all of the 

data submitted to NHS BSA for Mrs E’s retirement, the period 1 April 2001 to 31 

March 2002, is another anomalous year where the figure is much higher than other 

years. Taking this into account, one could infer that such fluctuations, which can be 

the case where additional shifts are worked or temporary promotions are given, were 

not unusual to the extent that NHS BSA were irresponsible in not questioning this 

information. On this point, Mrs E has said that shift work was not available to her, 

however this was just one example for a fluctuation in pay.   

 Mrs E has referred to the Court of Appeal case, Allison v Horner, highlighting the fact 

that in this case, the burden of proof was on a claimant to establish that they could 

not have discovered the deceit (or mistake) without taking exceptional measures 

which they could not reasonably have been expected to take. She had also made 

reference to a test of “reasonable diligence” with the “notion of a desire to know, and, 

indeed, to investigate.” 

 

 

 NHS BSA has said that it became aware of the fraud investigation concerning Mrs E 

in December 2013. I consider this to be the point at which it, with reasonable 

diligence, could have discovered the error by making the appropriate enquires.  

 Given my finding above, the limitation period did not begin to run until December 

2013. NHS BSA had six years from this date to seek recovery of the overpayment, 

which means that the limitation period expired in December 2019. NHS BSA made its 

https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/D-028-5806?originationContext=document&transitionType=PLDocumentLink&contextData=%28sc.Default%29&navId=2C331A1E9F9967132A5A11B5D52AE3AD&comp=pluk
https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/D-028-5806?originationContext=document&transitionType=PLDocumentLink&contextData=%28sc.Default%29&navId=2C331A1E9F9967132A5A11B5D52AE3AD&comp=pluk
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claim for recovery of the overpayment on 7 March 2018, when the Pensions 

Ombudsman received its formal response to Mrs E’s complaint. This follows the 

approach taken in Webber, where the High Court held that the applicable cut-off date 

for Limitation Act purposes was the date when Teachers’ Pensions brought its claim 

during the course of the Pensions Ombudsman’s complaints procedure. That date 

was identified as being the receipt by the Pensions Ombudsman, of Teachers’ 

Pensions response to Mr Webber’s complaint. 

 NHS BSA has made its claim for recovery of the overpayment within the applicable 

limitation period; I do not find that a limitation defence applies in the circumstances. 

 Turning now to other defences to the recovery of the overpaid funds, in order to make 

out a change of position defence, certain conditions must be satisfied. Broadly, the 

applicant must, on the balance of probabilities, show that because of the 

overpayment, which they received in good faith, they detrimentally changed their 

position. The money must have been spent on something the applicant would not 

otherwise have bought; and the expenditure was irreversible.  
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“I consider that the Employers must establish not merely that there was an 

intention to create legal relations, but specifically an intention to 

create contractual relations. The reason why I say this is that the parties may 

have intended to create legal relations to be regulated by the applicable trust 

documents. What the Employers must establish is an intent to create 

contractual relations, so that the contract is binding even if its terms differ from 

those of the applicable trust documents.” 

 

Directions 

110. Within 21 days of the date of this Determination, DHSC shall pay Mrs E £2,500 in 

recognition of the exceptional distress and inconvenience she has suffered as a 
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result of the Trust’s actions. It will offer Mrs E the option of having this amount offset 

against the overpayment owed, or paid to her directly as a lump sum. 

Anthony Arter 

Pensions Ombudsman 
27 March 2020 
 

 

 

 

 


